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Some classics Pijamas and new models 
become unique pieces, realized with parts 
of old saris combined with technical nylon, 
flanked by a new and unique proposal, of old 
saris combined with technical nylon, flanked 
by a new and unique proposal, studied for 
this collaboration with Wundercameralab, 
every piece is unique and different from 
the others, realized with an old sari and 
embroidered with the scarabeo, an ancient 
symbol of life and creativity. 

the essentiality of functional design by Pijama 
meets the research of unicity in the stories that 
Wundercameralab wants to tell. 

WWW.WUNDERCAMERALAB.COM

A journey that runs across the Indian 
continent through 9 antique Indian sari, 
coming from different parts of India.

The project discusses on the theme 
of travelling: 

Photography - Studio Vetusta

Art Direction - Wundercamera Lab

Book Design - Maria Vittoria Benatti
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LET’S GO SOMEWHERE!

Two practice little bags in one that you can easily 
transform, using the sparkling Sari faces or the “ready to 
go” nylon; take your Tandem with you during your trips, 

as a daywear bag or as a clutch during your nights.

TANDEM BAG 
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Grab your passport case and don’t forget your sunglasses!

JOIN US ON THIS TRIP! 

PASSPORT CASE

SUNGLASSES CASE
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SAMOSA, ANYONE?

Dreaming fantastic crispy samosas, we started thinking in 
a triangle way. A geometric clutch with a double soul, a 
folded keychain and a triangle purse; suggestions  from 

faraway , thinking about getting lost in the street of India.

SAMOSA CLUTCH

SAMOSA CLUTCH 
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SAMOSA PURSE 

SAMOSA KEYCHAIN 
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TRAVEL JOURNAL 

we write the beginning of a story on the notebook and we 
left you some traces. use everything to build your own story: 
write down travel tips, collect something in the box, leave a 

message in the water, fix your thoughts with the tape. 
Compose your journey while using your travel journal; as  
famous authors have done you don’t have to leave your 

sofa: make your journey and dream big.

TRAVEL JOURNAL
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DON’T CALL ME CLASSIC

classics Pijamas  have traveled on the silk road until 
India! they need to be strong and practice with a technical 

waterproof nylon and a military nylon ripstop, but they were 
fascinated by the beautifull indian sari. 

A new exotic look for classic pieces.

BACKPACK MINI
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IPAD ZIP CASE 

POCKET M 

POCKET S 
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PIJAMA + WUNDERCAMERALAB 
TEXTILES OVERVIEW

/BOMBAY/

/BENARES/

/UDAIPUR/

/MADRAS//AGRA/

/JAIPUR/

/NEW DELHI/

/JAISALMER/
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PIJAMA + WUNDERCAMERALAB 

IPAD ZIP CASE

/ZAR/ IPAD 10,5” / IPAD 9,7

MACBOOK ZIP CASE

/Z13/ MACBOOK 13” AIR/RETINA

TANDEM BAG

/TAN/ TANDEM BAG
23 x 15 cm 

PASSPORT CASE

/PPT/ PASSPORT CASE
9,5 x 12 cm 

SAMOSA KEYCHAIN

/SMK/ SAMOSA KEYCHAIN
10 x 9 cm 

BACKPACK MINI

/PAB/ MINI BACKPACK
Velcro closure – 35 x 28 cm 
Fits 13” macbook – Inside pocket 
Adjustable shoulder straps

POCKET

/POM/ POCKET M
Zip closure 17 cm – 20 x 13 cm 

/POL/ POCKET L
Zip closure 27 cm – 30 x 21 cm 

SUNGLASSES CASE

/SUG/ SUNGLASSES
Velcro closure – one size

SAMOSA CLUTCH

/SMC/ SAMOSA CLUTCH
16 x 22 cm 

TRAVEL JOURNAL

/TRJ/ TRAVEL JOURNAL
29 x 33 cm 

SAMOSA PURSE

/SMP/ SAMOSA PURSE
16 x 16 cm 

TEXTILES OVERVIEW
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PIJAMA.IT

Pijama was born in Milan, back in 2006, 
from an idea by Monica Battistella, 
fashion designer, and sergio Gobbi, 
architect. They realized that abandoned 
stocks of fabrics in the heart of Milano’s 
fashion district could be brought to a new 
life, creating scratchproof soft cases for 
computers and iPods, and later for iPads 
and iPhones.

WWW.WUNDERCAMERALAB.COM

WUNDERCAMERALAB is a laboratory 
of projects that crossing textile, design, 
fashion, antiques, art direction, every 
project is based on a true story to tell, 
where people and the beauty of matter 
are the main characters.

We tell stories, some become projects.
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